This Coat Hook includes two key holes & one mounting hole which are used to mount the Ledge firmly to a wall.

The hardware included with this item is meant for Drywall or Stud mount applications. If your wall type is made from another material (e.g., concrete or plaster), please consult your local hardware store for assistance in selecting the correct hardware.

**Tools needed:**
- Stud Finder
- Phillips Screwdriver
- Level and Pencil
- (3) Anchors and (3) Screws

**Mounting Instructions:**

A) With the help of another person, hold the Coat Hook at a desired mounting location. Use a level to make sure that Coat Hook is being held level and then use a pencil to mark the wall on each side of the Coat Hook. The marks on the wall should align in height with the two key holes located at the back and one mounting hole located at the back down side centered of the Coat Hook. Set the Coat Hook aside.

B) Use a straigntedge to connect the three marks with a light line. Use the level to confirm that this line is level and adjust the line, if necessary.

C) Use a tape measure to measure the distance between the key holes (measure from the center of each). Now use this measurement to make the “anchor” marks centered along the line of Step (B). These anchor marks should align exactly with the key holes and are the locations for the mounting hardware.

D) Since the anchors that come with this item cannot penetrate wood, we have to determine if any of the anchor marks of Step (C) happens to align with a wood stud. If any do (use a stud-finder to determine this), use a screwdriver to secure one of the screws directly into the wall at this mark. Rotate the screw clockwise until the screw head is about 3/8 inch from the wall.

E) For marks that do not align with a stud, we have to install an anchor into the wall. The anchors will help to hold the screws to install an anchor, engage one with a screwdriver and then position the anchor tip against the wall at one of the anchor marks of Step (C). Firmly push the anchor into the wall as you rotate it clockwise. Continue rotating the anchor until its wide end becomes even with the wall.

F) Use a screwdriver to secure a screw into each installed anchor. Rotate the screw clockwise until the screw head is about 3/8 inch from the wall.

G) Reposition the Coat Hook against the wall so that the key holes and one single hole align and engage the screw heads.

**Care Instructions:**

- Wipe with a soft, dry or slightly damp cloth.
- Do not use strong or abrasives cleaners.

*Thank You for Your Purchase!*